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Software Firm Fills Reporting Need in Growing 
Industries 

August 16, 2005- Significant improvements in professional photo reporting software have 

been made within the rapidly growing fields of thermography, building science, and forensic 

engineering. 

 

Cincinnati based PDmB, Inc. has announced the release of its DUAL-VIEW™ Photo Report 

Software.    DUAL-VIEW is a unique report-generating software program that provides 

quick and easy side-by-side photo comparison to fill a growing need of industry 

professionals.  Included in the software are DUAL-VIEW’s powerful EZMark™  

highlighting tools that allow pointer arrows, ellipses, and zooming capabilities to emphasize 

specific details  within each image. DUAL-VIEW also provides for efficient entry and reuse 

of descriptions and notes pertaining to the photos.  

The product was designed to give the user flexibility and photo comparison capabilities 

previously unavailable in photo-reporting products. DUAL-VIEW has a wide range of uses, 

from the building science fields, including thermal imaging, energy audits, property 

inspections, engineering, and building restoration, to medical and veterinary thermal 

imaging  and others. "Home inspectors can take full advantage of  DUAL-VIEW’s  Photo 

comparing abilities. The flexibility, ease of use, and affordability of DUAL-VIEW will 

quickly position it as a product leader," stated Nick Gromicko, founder of NACHI, The 

National Association of Certified Home Inspectors. 

 

DUAL-VIEW uniquely fills the need for photo or image comparison software solutions in a 

wide variety of industries and professions, providing value-added features found in no other 

product in its price range.  Barb Yankie, owner of Cincinnati-based Homes + Inc., certified 

thermographer, and HERS home energy rater stated, “DUAL-VIEW makes it easy for my 

clients to understand the thermal camera images when they’re placed side by side with the 



same digital images.”    

 

PDmB, Inc., headquartered in Cincinnati, Ohio, is a leading provider of reporting solutions 

in the inspection industry, and has customers throughout the United States and the world. 

PDmB, Inc., is the developer of DUAL-VIEW Photo Report software, Palm-Tech Inspection 

software, and Palm-Tech Picture Album. Additional information about PDmB, Inc. and the 

DUAL-VIEW product line is available by calling (888)736-2462, by email at 

info@dualviewsoftware.com, or by visiting the company's web site at 

http://www.dualviewsoftware.com.  
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